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Dole Lanka,a subsidiary of Dole Asia Holdings, the world' s largest producers and marketers of fresh fruits
and vegetables,has terminated the contract with one of their labour outsourcing companies, Southern Force
Ltd.
The decision was primarily made upon an inquiry that revealed that Southern Force had not made the EPF
and ETF payments of their contracted labourers for many years although they had collected the same from
Dole Lanka.
The inquiry was triggered when Southern Force showed reluctance to renew their contract with new
conditions which demanded transparency in statutory payment records.
Furthermore several contract employees had made complaints that their statutory payments had been
withheld by the Southern Force.
In this connection the Labour Department had ﬁled two cases against Southern Force with the Wellawaya
Magistrate' s Court, in which they had admitted guilt and agreed on monthly payments to court in relation to
unpaid EPF and ETF funds. Further investigations by Dole Lanka have revealed that the unpaid EPF and ETF
payments by Southern Force over the years amounts to Rs 15 mn.Southern Force (Pvt) Ltd has not paid Value
Added Tax (VAT) amounting to Rs 25 mn which was collected from Dole Lanka (Pvt) Ltd.

As a result, in keeping with best ethical practices, their international code of conduct and the labour laws of
Sri Lanka, Dole Lanka was compelled to terminate their contract with Southern Force. However recognizing
the valuable contribution made by the contracted labourers over the years and Dole Lanka' s aspiration to
empower the rural communities of Sri Lanka, the company has assured continuous employment for all
labourers contracted through Southern Force via one of their other labour outsourcing companies.Over the
years this company has been proven to be reliable in their dealings with Dole Lanka. This company also has
a workforce of over 6000 people in diﬀerent manufacturing & production organizations.
When inquired whether the employees would be impacted by a break in continuous employment due to the
switch Dole Lanka Human Resources Head E. Abeywickrama said they have taken all necessary measures to
draw the agreement with the new labour outsourcing company on the same day the previous contract with
the Southern Force was terminated.
" This is to ensure that the gratuity and other statutory payments of the employees will be considered since
the inception of service, with no break in continuous employment.” He further stressed that critical
measures have been made to reaﬃrm the job security of all their employees, contract or otherwise in line
with the company' s vision.
Dole Lanka is a subsidiary of Dole Asia Holdings Founded in Hawaii in 1851.Dole Asia Holdings is owned by
Itochu Corporation.
Dole is one of the world' s largest producers and marketers of high-quality fresh fruit and fresh vegetables
with revenues of $7.5 billion. The company does business in more than 70 countries and employs, on
average, 20,000 full-time, regular employees and 7,000 full-time seasonal or temporary employees,
worldwide.
Dole Lanka operates several agri-farms in Buttala, Demodara, Embilipitiya, Kuda Oya, and Mahiyanganaya
spanning a total of 844 hectares.
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A few days ago it was reported in the C.D.N that a Minister of the government made wide publicity that Sri Lanka will
proﬁt from harnessing of sea water energy. It cannot be denied that there...
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There seems to be a proliferation of guns in Sri Lanka. The authorities should address this situation urgently before it gets
out of hand.
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SAITM should be asked to overcome weaknesses pointed by visiting Inspection Team so they improve and not the "will
never be suitable" attitude of Prof Carlo who did not visit this time, though he...
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It is one the worst and reactionary stand of the present UNP government. You know, the same Indian ruling class who has
created the Tamil terrorism in our land and our people have lost a lot .Dont go...
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Dear Editor, you have hit the nail on the head. GMOA and SLMC heads are both known slaves of JO. If the stolen wealth
of nation was exposed earlier, it would have put the ﬁnger on the funding of...
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